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#MycoFi 🍄
Learning from 

Nature’s Greatest Collaborators



● A bit of context: Everything alive on the planet 
today is due to the positive sum myconomics of 
mycelial networks

● Fungi were here long before us, and they’ll 
probably be here long after
○ Fungi are the first responders after every 

global catastrophe, making way for new life

● Mycelium connects vast underground networks of 
trees, plants, and other life, flowing essential 
nutrients and messages around entire forests

Who Cares About #MycoFi Anyway?



● Fantastic Fungi - Stamets & Schwartzberg
● Finding the Mother Tree - Suzanne Simard

#MycoFi is the Economy of the Forest



Mycelia are the most Prolific Explorers
● With regrowth & dieback rates 

between 10-60 times per year, over a 
million years, cumulative hyphal 
growth would exceed the diameter of 
the known universe by over 5 times.

● Just the top 10” of global topsoil 
contains enough hyphal threads 
to get halfway across our galaxy, 
if you lined them up end-to-end

9.5 x 1017 km

4.5 x 1017 km
of end to end hyphae in 
top 10” of global topsoil 

9.2 x 109 light-years

4.8 x 1010 light-years 
end-to-end hyphal growth in 

the past 1M years

Does that mean 

mushrooms grow faster 

than the speed of 

light?!

WTF? 🍄🤯



The Ergodicity of Attention
● Time average vs ensemble (space) average

○ Polymaths, assemble!

● 1 hour x 8 billion people = 900,000 years of 
conscious thought, all occurring every hour

● Imagine what we could we do with 900,000 
years of directed human effort?



● Credit where credit’s due: nature figured it 
out first using evolutionary processes

● CoFi emulates the mutual sufficiency of 
Mycelial Resource Distribution in a network

● Distributed credit issuance and clearing is a 
way to embed subsidiarity and local 
autonomy in collective decision making

Back to our Roots: #CoFi is #MycoFi 



MycoFi Empowers Edge-based intelligence
● Enabling decision making at the ‘edges’ 

of the network empowers distributed 
problem solving

● Distributing credit issuance throughout 
the network mimics the subsidiarity of 
decision making in mycelial networks by 
empowering everyone with credit towards 
their productive capacity



#MycoFi is Economic Biomimicry
What natural patterns can we learn & apply (in 
context) using these new tools?

Similarities between mycelial 
structure, dark matter & networks
(Mycelium Running, Stamets)

● Keep in mind: Biomimicry, like anything, can be misapplied! 
(Beware ‘Appeal to Nature’ fallacy)



Mycelium As A Network
“Network structure is intimately linked to 
flows of resources across the network that in 
turn modify the network architecture itself.

 This complex interplay shapes the 
incredibly plastic behavior of fungi and 
allows them to cope with patchy, ephemeral 
resources, competition, damage, and 
predation in a manner completely different 
from multicellular plants or animals.”

https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/microbiolspec.FUNK-0033-2017

https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/microbiolspec.FUNK-0033-2017


Fun Mushroom Facts
● Mushrooms are the oldest and the largest living 

organisms today
○ 10 foot tall mushrooms once ruled the Earth

● Everything you love probably involves fungi in 
some way
○ Wine, beer, cheese, bread, penicillin, your mother, etc

● They are fluid between up to 20,000 genders + 
asexual reproduction + horizontal gene transfer

● 90% of plants are connected to a mycelial network 
(and more productive because of it)



more Fun Mushroom Facts
● Mycelia enable intelligent & directed resource 

sharing among kin
○ Trees send nutrients & messages to their offspring

● Fungi are nature’s most effective adapters
○ They can live underwater, in space, in intense heat, 

even becoming radiotrophic

● Fungi regulate rainfall & other geological 
processes
○ Spores are a major contributor to cloud formation

● Mycelia synchronize events across organisms 
○ Mushrooms can tell time 🤯



MORE Fun Mushroom Facts
● They may have played a formative role in human 

brain evolution (Stoned Ape hypothesis)

● Medicinal mushrooms are considered ‘adaptogens’ 
due to the adaptive resilience they bring to the 
human immune system

● They can glow in the dark

● Only ~5% of 200-400 Million species are 
categorized

● We haven’t even scratched the surface of 
understanding these prolific natural evolutionary 
algorithms



Fungi Probably Hold More Professorships Than You



Fungi are our Ancestors



Indigenous Cultures Always Knew This
● Traditional rituals often emphasized plant 

medicines and the resulting interconnections 
with nature & each other

● Christmas (winter solstice) was pretty much a 
week long festival of the Amanita mushroom, 
back when holidays were cool

● The suppression of nature’s wisdom and 
indigenous knowledge & traditions are an 
outcome of exogenous economic imperialism



Evolutionary Split: Mammal vs Mycelial digestion

Food goes in body

Nutrient release 
internalized

Body goes in food

Nutrient release 
externalized

Corporations?
(Boundaries of 

the firm)

DAOs?
(As open collaboration 

networks)



#MycoFi is Permaculture Economics
● In permaculture design, ‘stacking 

functions’ improve ecosystem efficiency by 
making multiple uses of the same 
resources (e.g. water flowing downhill)

● Bonding curves (as semi-automated asset 
pools) can create tiered pools of stacked 
assets in endogenous token ecosystems

● These tools enable the dynamic, 
democratic regulation of value & capital 
flows

Staking swales Utility swales



Ecos

● If you haven’t watched The Upward Spiral yet, 
you should.

● Composing physical layers of ‘stacking 
functions’ in permaculture design creates 
potential for the emergence of complexity (aka 
new life)

● Composing economic layers of ‘stacking 
functions’ could hold potential for the 
emergence of new complex economic life-forms

Upcycling Energy Through Trophic Flows

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuBMpc_3S04


#MycoFi is about Discovery More than “Progress”
● MycoFi invites us to refocus our 

collective drive towards “discovery” 
instead of profit or even “progress”

● Defining progress requires a value 
judgement that may not be shared 
across the network

● What we value changes over time, 
at different speeds in our collective 
organism. 



From Representative “Democracy” to Myceliocracy
● Tokens allow us to express 

‘intensity of preference’ 
rather than just binary yes or 
no options

● Delegated voting systems 
could maintain the 
proportionality of opinions 
that is lacking today

● Web3+ infrastructure allows us 
to signal those preferences 
continuously, rather than 
once every 4 years



Redefining Wealth from Hoarding to Pass-thru



● Understanding ecosystem collapse from a 
mycelial perspective:

Possibilities for Life in Post-Capitalist Ruins

“Mmmm…there’s a lot 
of unused resources 

lying around here to 
digest & upcycle.”



● Mushrooms are 
first-responders after 
ecological disasters

● Mushrooms bridge the gap 
between life and death

● Embracing true dualities 
pluralities of existence

Possibilities for Life in Post-Capitalist Ruins



● Saprophyte: Any organisms that live 
off or feed on other dead, decaying 
or decomposed organic matter

● We need to compost the underutilized 
& underrecognized resources of 
legacy systems into energy for what is 
to come using myco-inspired 
meta-organisms

Saprophytic Composting



Identifying Needed Flows in Myco-Organizations
● Respiratory system 💨

○ “Breathing” dynamic supply expansion & contraction (Bonding Curve)
● Nervous system 🧠

○ Responsive governance feedback for responding to needs (Conviction Voting)
● Circulatory system 🩸

○ Internal distribution of operating resources (Inverter)
● Immune system 🦠

○ Growth of reputation and trust in producing agents (Osmotic Governance)
● Digestive system 🍖

○ Consumption of resources and output produced (Actual Work)
● Muscular system 💪

○ The availability of credit as “potential energy” of the system to act (Spending capacity)



The Cyber-Physical Commons as a Myco-Organism
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The Cyber-Physical Commons as a Myco-Organism



Respiratory: “Breathing” Dynamic Credit Supply
● Primary issuance bonding curves can 

be seen as “supply discovery” 
mechanisms rather than “price 
discovery” mechanisms

● Dynamic supply issuance allows 
organizations to match supply of 
credits with demand for those credits 
on an ongoing basis

● Transaction fees from changes in 
supply feed common pool treasury



Bonding Curves Facilitate Managed Degrowth
● Bonding curves are not “up-only” tools

● They also allow for predictable & 
managed decline in an economic 
organism, without risking total collapse 
(the way most organizations go out of 
business today)

● Boundary conditions and graceful 
shutdown can be planned in advance

○ e.g. pro rata liquidation of assets to all 
stakeholders



Nervous: CV as a Neural Signalling Tool



Emulating Distributed Decision Making in Nature
● How can we enable collective 

decision-making?

● Learn from self organizing systems 
that follow environmental cues
○ Brain - neuron action potential
○ Mycelium - hyphae
○ Ant colonies - pheromone trails & 

TCP/IP

● These systems use continuous
stigmergic coordination 



Examining ‘Low Pass Filters’ in natural systems:

● One of nature’s most important signal processing mechanisms is the 
INTEGRATOR
○ Capacitor in electrical system (neuron in brain)
○ Spring in physical systems 
○ Mass in biological systems

● Aggregating user preference signals over time

Mimicking Nature’s Signal Processing Tools

In signal processing, Low Pass 
Filters effectively dampen high 
frequency ‘noise’ to distill low 
frequency ‘signal’ 



Stacking Fncts Provide Countervailing Incentives

● Various stakeholders value different features of the credit, creating potential volatility 
in token price which accumulates to project treasury.



● Or as our friends at ECSA might say: 
“living in the spread”

● Leveraging cyclical flows & volatility to 
power forward discovery

● Leaves stigmergic discovery pathways for 
future exploration

Right-Sized Growth, Powered By Volatility



● Osmotic Governance
○ Combines Conviction mechanism & 

delegated democracy
○ Delegate voting weights grow & 

decay over time

● Permitting ‘trust’ (i.e. decision making 
weight) to flow around and accumulate 
with agents in the network based on 
reputation, expertise, or performance

Immunity:Cumulative Trust Delegation Over Time



● Different decisions need to be made at 
different speeds in collective organisms

○ e.g. Bills need to get passed faster than 
representatives get voted in or out

● Decision-making weight should gain & fade 
with dynamic feedback, rather than 
representatives going from 0% to 100% power

● ‘Viscosity’ as a tunable parameter

‘Viscosity’ as a Parameter in Fluid Delegations



● Inverter protocol as a tool to aggregate 
funding from multiple sources and 
automate streams to productive 
contributors to reduce operational 
overhead

● Continuous internal distribution of 
resources throughout the organization is 
necessary for it to stay healthy

Circulatory: Managing Internal Resource Flows



● These days, our problems seem to crop 
up faster than we can address them

● We need more fluid & emergent ways to 
deal with multiple converging crises

● We need to lower barriers to access for 
collective crowdfunding. We need better 
social signal processing tools.

● Relocalizing decisions around delegates 
& collaborative funding could open new 
doors for effective grassroot democracy

The Result? More Responsive Institutional Forms



● Emphasizing the power BETWEEN DAOs rather than 
within DAOs

● Proportional flow and recognition of values across 
ecosystems

(Not because it’s cool, but because it’s evolutionarily 
tested!)

Aligning Human & Natural Systems



Ecos

● Transition path awareness
○ Centralized credit issuance (yesterday) >> Collective credit issuance (today) >> 

Individual credit issuance (tomorrow)

● We aren’t ‘there’ yet.* 
○ Compromises are needed in the short term that won’t be necessary in the long run
○ Bridges to existing capitalist systems, controlled on-ramps & off-ramps to fiat
○ Until enough goods & services are in endogenous credit systems, people will still 

need money for stuff

● Full lifecycle planning vs “move fast & break things”
○ Ecosystem genesis, bootstrapping, maturity, safety measures, graceful wind-down  

Mushrooms are Patient with Ecosystem Succession

*Spoiler alert: There is no ‘there’ anyway. Discovery over “progress”, remember?



A Parting Thought on Flow & Emergence
● Mycelium spends most of its time 

networking, gathering strength out of 
sight & underground

● When mycelium fruits into mushrooms, 
it emerges in a very short time and 
with incredible power, especially for 
such soft & squishy beings

● There is a Potowatomi word for the 
force exerted by a mushroom when it 
fruits…



Go Forth and PUHPOWEE
Until you unlock 

the power of 
collaborative 

finance & 
networked 
resource

distribution

PUH

The entrenched 
structures of 
ineffective 
legacy systems 
may seem 
difficult to 
breach…



The Revolution Will Be Mycelial



This time in meme form (you’re welcome Guilio)

Worth Saying Twice Because It’s Probably True



Recommended #MycoPunk Reading



Between the dualistic dichotomies of 
#Solarpunk and #Lunarpunk…

The pluralistic banner of #Mycopunk is 
available for all those who feel more 
comfortable with liminal non-ideologies. 

SolarPunk? LunarPunk? 
How about #MYCOPUNK





● #Mycopunk Discord: 
https://discord.gg/D5sSsxZxUz

● SocialRoots forum: 
https://socialroots.wicked.coop/invitation?g=6d
45e7f1606611ed9db292bf29ebef38&k=c13f64

● Gitbook of collaborative principles: 
https://mycopunks.gitbook.io/mycopunk-prin
ciples/

● Team Human podcast: 
https://www.teamhuman.fm/episodes/238-je
ff-emmett

●

Let’s Get Rooted

https://discord.gg/D5sSsxZxUz
https://socialroots.wicked.coop/invitation?g=6d45e7f1606611ed9db292bf29ebef38&k=c13f64
https://socialroots.wicked.coop/invitation?g=6d45e7f1606611ed9db292bf29ebef38&k=c13f64
https://mycopunks.gitbook.io/mycopunk-principles/
https://mycopunks.gitbook.io/mycopunk-principles/
https://www.teamhuman.fm/episodes/238-jeff-emmett
https://www.teamhuman.fm/episodes/238-jeff-emmett


#MycoPunk Principles
🌱 REGENERATIVE

🕸 NETWORKED

💪 ANTI-FRAGILE

🌳 FRACTAL

🤝 MUTUALIST

⚛ EMERGENT

 POLYCENTRIC

🔁 REDISTRIBUTIVE

 HUMBLE

🤫 SNEAKY AF

🌊 DYNAMIC

🕊 OPTIMISTIC

🌍 UBIQUITOUS

<YOUR PRINCIPLE HERE>
 

https://mycopunks.gitbook.io/mycopunk-principles/


